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(The notion of psychological projection in principle is defined on: http://www.bare-jesus.net/e206.htm )

The Christians’ portrayal of the Jews, viz, Christian anti-Semitism, is only an account of
the Christians’ own unscrupulousness, perfidy, insidiousness, depravity, calumny and infamy
but no description of Jews’ traits. Christian anti-Semitism is about a very Christian
psychological projection. When Christians conditioned their “sheep” or “robots” and
phrased, especially in Germany: „Jewry is criminality“, they only told what Christendo(o)m
is about and thus perfidiously perpetrated a psychological projection.

At least in their unconsciousness and from the bottom of their foul players' heart they
know: Christianity is criminality! Since they do not want to admit the truths about themselves
to themselves, they project it on the inveterately, secretly or openly hated enemy, viz, the
Jews. Consequently, the Christians can cheat themselves: That is not me to whom my
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bad conscience always reproaches to be that unscrupulous, insidious and perfidious
schmuck, swine and bastard. Those are the Jews but not me (Christian foul player)!
Boasting about “love” towards one’s enemies in sight of Christian anti-Semitism is due
to unscrupulousness that even lost relicts of ethics and decency in favor of foul mouth, foul
play, barbarities and other sorts of abomination.
By such psychological projection, false, perfidious and infamous Christians want to escape
the truths about themselves. More over, anti-Semitism is an "impressive“ model everybody
can study how those thoroughly false Christians insidiously “love their enemies” …!
Nobody „loves“ his enemies like the Christians do …! Here, it is about a psychological
projection, very, very typical of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: “Jesus Christ”) and one of
the Christians.
In no way, the following saying of Jesus "Christ“ only is driveled goofily and/or following
to much wine but is of a deeper meaning:

Lu 14:26 NKJV
"If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, wife and children, brothers and
sisters, yes, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple.
By the way, in Christianly conditioned countries one is used to calling somebody preaching
such abomination to be a preacher of hatred as far a Christian one is not concerned but,
for instance, a Jew or Muslim etc. However, in Christianly enslaved countries calling
Jesus „Christ“ to be a preacher of hatred, one has to reckon to become prosecuted by the
henchmen of this preacher of hatred. That is what we are pointing out as psychological
projection. Neither the foul players' "god" Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ") nor his fellow Christian objectifications of perfidy cannot do
without psychological projections.
How else underhand foul players and objectifications of perfidy etc. could pretend to
be „lovable“, „kind“ and „truthful“ individuals without projecting their abominable traits,
in particular their foul mouth and foul play of theirs on others? How else they ever could pose
as such without the spite, venom and foul play of psychological projections? What else one
can expect from an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23) and his fellow underhand foul players?
Already, this quotation (of Lu 14:26) very clearly demonstrates how those the accursed ofgod
(De 21:23), viz, Christian sect, poison(s) human relationships all over and even instigate(s)
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foul play, in particular, bestiality, babarities and atrocities! How else a human being can
presume to instigate hatred on one’s father, mother and children or even wife and husband but
an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23)?
Therefore, the Christian has to hate himself! Latin Vulgate Bible the only authoritative
within Catholic sect is still more debunking! There it is written „… odit … animan suam“,
that means (if one does not) hate the soul of one’s own …! In addition, the Christians want this
soul -- they inveterately hate -- to live eternally …! However, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka:
Jesus “Christ”) does not need to order his fellow Christians to hate their soul, since without
doing so nobody of brain becomes Christian. Here, one has to state that brain obviously is not
that much developed, at least at the current level of evolution. If already Christians are used
to hating their souls, how much more god will hate them?!!!
Here, also the secret of Christian “charity” and “love” to their next ones and enemies is revealed.
If one hates oneself and more over one should “love” one’ s next as oneself, then “love” your
next ones as you “love” yourself means: hate your next ones as you hate yourself. This
reveals Christianity, in particular Christian history and the perfidy and infamy of Christian
mind …
Why does a Christian hate himself? The answer: Because he cannot bear the truths about
himself (see: Joh 16:12). The truth is that Christians are beings in a human shape that
concerning morals hardly can cope with developed animals like pigs, rats or brutes.
Comparing Christians with those animals might be an insult for the latter. Many readers wrote
to the author of this treatise he shall not call Christians „Christianly conditioned
German shepherds“ because German shepherds are animals with a good mind, on which one
can rely much more than on Christians. These readers thinking that way are right!
However, a Christian cannot go around with his scripture quoting it that he has to hate his/
her mother, father, husband/wife, children etc., and even him- or herself. In that way,
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: Jesus „Christ“) would not make his fellow Christian
objectifications of perfidy worship him as their “god” …
Those poor old sods and/or spiteful little devils rightly hate themselves but please desire to
be reputed as „salt of the Earth” (Mt 5:13), “light of the world” (Mt 5:14) and – mark my word
– “city on the mountain” (ibid.) …
Therefore, if Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: Jesus „Christ“) successfully gulls his
fellow objectifications of perfidy and spiteful little devils (Christians) into fooling themselves to
be „salt of the Earth“ and/or „light of the world“ he (Jesus) can be very, very sure to
become worshiped as „god“ by this organized (religious) crime. Because they want to be
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reputed as “salt of the Earth”, that means rulers of humankind, they do not want to be
remembered to be miserable pieces of shit even hating themselves (see: Lu 5:31) …
Well, how does a Christian try getting rid of the truths he cannot bear (see: Joh 16:12)
about himself? What tricks, in particular, psycho-tricks Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: Jesus
“Christ“) proffers to his fellow Christian foul players, of course in exchange for being worshiped
as „god“. This spawn of hell calls the latter “modesty”, “humbleness” and even “selfhumiliation” …? Very keen-minded German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 [i]
1900) accurately says that Christian sect is about to „avoid knowing what is true“ or about
[ii]
„lying at any price“ . Finally, one has to be aware that an individual hating itself deems
himself to be a piece of shit. However, one also can become „god“ or „king“ of shit …

The first tool of repressing the hated truths about oneself are semantic simulations
("juggling with names"), viz, attaching to the cliché (signum) of a word mostly a reverse
•

meaning (ad signatum). Nobody more insidiously masters this perfidy than YehoshuaBen-Pandera and his Christian rogues n’ frogs with frocks and without frocks.

•

Another trick evenly trained by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ")

are psychological projections we here are pointing out. That means, charging the evil traits and
the deficiencies of one’s own poor and bad nature on the one’s hated rival, competitor,
adversary or enemy. Nobody masters this infamy more than Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and
his Christian rogues n’ frogs with frocks and without frocks.

•

A further trick of repressing the hated truths about oneself is the tricky Christians’ perfidy

of false comparisons. E.g., everybody that can become dangerous to Christian organized crime
is slandered to be a “Nazi” by those infamous bastards n’ dastard or spiteful little devils.
Nobody masters more perfidiously that infamy but Christian foul mouths. Even, if the Nazis
seem to be unsurpassable bastards, Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e.
"the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) anyway outdo them. Here, one has to take into account
that many of the Nazi atrocities, e.g., the holocaust, are joint crimes of Nazis and Christians.
More over, the Christians do not only conceal the truths about the (“moral”) standards they
share with German Nazis but bold as brass, unscrupulous as Mafiosi are and thoroughly
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perfidious as they always have been, they have the cheek to project their common standards
(they are sharing with the Nazis) on their adversaries or enemies (psychological projection),
for instance, pertaining to abortion, suicide, voluntary euthanasia, “infallible” leadership and
anti-Semitism. Here, Nazi felons’ “ethics” and Christian felons’ “ethics” completely
coincide. Without Christian underhand foul mouths’ sect, Mafia and its conditioning of
anti-Semitism of Christianly enslaved Europeans, this genocide presumably never would
have been perpetrated. Those Christian Germans and Europeans did what they were
conditioned by Christian beast of priests as their prey. In contrast with the impression
Christian rogues of deceit try giving, this was not the first mass-murder Christians committed
on the Jews.

The utmost infamous and unscrupulous tool of repressing the truths Christianly enslaved
and conditioned individuals cannot bear (see: Joh 16:12) are provocation crimes. Here,
•

the perpetrator commits a crime and accuses the competitor, rival or enemy having perpetrated
it. Nobody masters this heinousness more perfidiously than Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and his
fellow Christian schmucks n’ mugs or thugs n’ nuts!

• Last not least, fabricating a „god“ of their own serves the purpose of repressing
unbearable truths (see: Joh 16:12) or to make them a little bit more bearable. The Christians

trade this „god“ by the name Jesus „Christ“. Hereby, Christian Mafia wants to direct thinking
and enslaving of human beings to their hypocrisy, insidiousness, pseudo-morals and perfidy
quite according to the slogan: each lie, fraud, deceit, foul play, outrages and atrocity is ,
viz, provides the sheep's clothing for itself as ravenous brute when being faked to be
a perpetration of “god”. In Christian Mafia „god“ is only a tool making Christian foul
mouths, befouling, mendacity, insidiousness, foul play, outrages, atrocities and other sorts
of abomination to be unassailable. Thus, the Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy,
i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) can strut in pilfered plumes and pose as
“reverends”, “salt of the Earth”, ”saints”, “martyrs”, “holy fathers” etc. Nobody masters
this infamy more than Yehoshua-ben-Pandera and his fellow Christian underhand foul players.

Satan has a catamite.
His name? Jesus "Christ"!
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In Christianly enslaved countries, psychological projections on the Jews exist since the
Christians cannot admit the abominations of their own. Therefore, they need enemies like,
for instance, the Pharisees, the Jews, Judas Iscariot or even Satan. In a fit of „charity“,
„loving“ one’s next or even enemy the Christians from the bottom of their depraved heart are
used to projecting all the inveterate hatred on them.
Since Christians cannot bear the truths,
Thus, they strut in pilfered plumes!

By the way, German Nazis were downright Christianly conditioned brutes. In their
brains Christian foul play’s perfidy and infamy was humming. From the Christians
Hitler adopted
• anti-Semitisms,
• leader cult
• fake of infallible truths,
• ideology of salvation he called
• "Final victory".
In Christianly conditioned countries, fascism is Christian ideology that has become
independent. Even for this independence, those who give birth to the phenomenon
stay responsible. At least 95 per cent of all Nazi barbarians were Christians and the Nazi
leader (Hitler, Goring and Gobbles) completely until they committed suicide. Until they died,
they belonged with the sect of the accursed one of god (De 21:23) and did that what the
accursed ofgod are used to doing!
Repressing, forging, fudging, falsifying, canting and repressing the truths about the mental
and physical failures and shortcomings of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (“Jesus Christ”), in particular,
his defeat on Palm Sunday were the historic cause of Christians’ felonious hatred and
hardly surpassable psychological projections on the Jews that are past description and
beyond comprehension. Instead of being Messiah, this creep n’ crook and monstrosity of evil
and sewage, viz, Lord Muck n’ Schmuck, aka: Jesus “Christ” turned out to be as an accursed one
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of god according to: De 21:23. However, who was to blame? Not the loser, not the accursed one
of god but the Jews...! He did not succeed in bamboozling then upper crust of Jewish society
what only honors the Jews. Were not the Jews right rejecting an accursed one of god (De 21:23)
as faking peer of “god” …? When failing to trap the upper Jewish crust he decided to
continue Satan’s rebellion of the laston the first , viz, putting upside down and downside
up. Hedged in parables he discloses why the „god“ of Christian foul mouths and foul
players allegedly dotes on all the failures and miscarriages of nature:

Lu 14:16-24 NRSV
16 Then Jesus said to him, "Someone gave a great dinner and invited many.
17 At the time for the dinner he sent his slave to say to those who had been invited, ‘Come; for everything is
ready now.’
18 But they all alike began to make excuses. The first said to him, ‘I have bought a piece of land, and I
must go out and see it; please accept my regrets.’
19 Another said, ‘I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I am going to try them out; please accept my regrets.’
20 Another said, ‘I have just been married, and therefore I cannot come.’
21 So the slave returned and reported this to his master. Then the owner of the house became angry and
said to his slave, ‘Go out at once into the streets and lanes of the town and bring in the poor, the
crippled, the blind, and the lame.’
22 And the slave said, ‘Sir, what you ordered has been done, and there is still room."
23 Then the master said to the slave, ‘Go out into the roads and lanes, and compel people to come in, so
that my house may be filled.
24 For I tell you, none of those who were invited will taste my dinner.’"

The notion of „compelling“ (Latin Vulgate Bible: conpelle), (see: verse 23) constitutes
Christianity as an organization of foul play, viz, organized crime not by the „weakness of
the flesh“, some „black sheep“ or accidents but by criminal intent on human rights, viz, freedom
of religion of the instigator of this organized crime or sect Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ").
The upper crust rightly rejects this ugly cripple, this miscarriage of nature and/or this spiteful
little devil and his pigswill. He (Jesus “Christ”) confirms that they are right doing so since “none
of those who were invited will taste my dinner” (verse 24). More over, they are right because later
he and the later head of his sect (Simon Peter), both will turn out to be the accursed
ofgod according to De 21:23. After this defeat, he decides to take advantage of the misery of
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the wretches ones, of the “poor, crippled, blind and the lame” ones (verse 21). That is the
„mystery“ of Christendo(o)m why Christian „god” does not like the successes of nature but only
its failures, miscarriages and the evil and the felons. Who doubts that Satan is addressed as
“god” by Christians? The main thing for Satan and his (Jesus) Christ is to be worshiped as
"god". Anything else does not count since everybody but the lastare sour grape for Satan and
his catamite called (Jesus) Christ!
Hereby it is provided evidence that Jesus "Christ’s“ charity for the „poor, blind and
lame“ (verse 21) is nothing but perfidiously canting his failures and defeats. The venture of
this „prophet“ of perfidy and infamy is to take advantage of the misery of the wretched to
become worshiped as “god”. This iniquity the spiteful little devil tries apologizing in the
following way:

Lu 5:31-32 NRSV
31 Jesus answered, "Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick;
32 I have come to call not the righteous but sinners to repentance."
This poor old sod allegedly is no villain, no rouge buttering up the felons all over and making
their foul play unassailable for being worshiped as “god”, in return …! One never knows
what Lord Schmuck n’ Muck or Lord Slob n’ Flop has to suffer because of his flops …!

Venomous Christianity,
Fattens itself on others’ misery!

Whoever wants to be worshiped as „god“ has to “provide” counterfeit benefits for those that
shall worship him. The Planet’s most coach for foul play even „provides“ the illusion of
„being perfect like god in heaven is perfect” (Mt 5:48) for the „the sick needing a physician“ of
all people …! (Lu 5:31) Who wonders about the folly and conceitedness of Christian jerks n’
nerds or bastards n’ dastards? What else one can expect from those who are accursed of god
(see: De 21:23)?

By the way, this smarming happens in that much-vaunted sermon on the mountain.
Christians deem the latter to be very groovy since here their coach of foul mouth n’ foul play
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(Jesus „Christ“) does not omit any treacle a felon of deceit ever could fabricate to blarney those
who shall worshiped him as „god“, in return.
What the Christians lack by poor nature,
They try cribbing by moral failure!

The reason for Jesus Christ’s hatred on the Jew is due to his failure of deceiving the Jewish
upper crust. His Christian fellow objectifications (materialization) of perfidy, i.e. "the
sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) imitate that hatred of his. This hatred on the Jews all the more
is abominable because it only is the projected hatred of his against himself according to Lu
14:26! Nobody instigates others to hate against themselves that does not hate himself.
Consequently everything is debunked about Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: Jesus "Christ"),
Satan's very catamite! His Christian fellow objectifications of perfidy imitate him – even
regarding his hatred on the Jews. They only project the hatred against themselves (see: Lu 14:26)
on the Jews. In particular, by Judas Iscariot Christians do nothing but protectively illustrate
the traits of theirs. Do you want to know what Christians are? Watch, how the depict Judas
Iscariot! Jesus "Christ" is the most Judas Iscariot that can be imagined and that ever existed.
What else one can expect from an accursed one of god (De 21:23) and his fellow
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) that
are accursed of god, too?

Since Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka: Jesus „Christ“) lost the trial of strength to become „King
of Israel“ (Joh 12:13) when this showdown took place on Palm-Sunday, at last from this point
of time this „prophet of love“ that even mendaciously preaches „to love one’s
enemies” inveterately hates the Jews like he hates himself, all over. Why? Because failing
to become „King of Israel“ (Joh 12:13) also means failing to become Messiah (Greek: Christos)
of god! Instead of Christ of god, he turned out to be Christ of Satan or as felons, anyway as
an accursed one of god according to De 21:23).
That is what Christian conjurers of lying and deceiving („theologians“) conceal: that „King
of Israel“ and „Messiah (Christ) of god“ belong together. That means: Failing to become „King
of Israel“ simultaneously means turning out to be no Messiah (Christ) of god, viz, being
debunked as liar, deceiver and felon! In addition, who is to blame? The cripple with delusion
of grandeur? The answer: No, his adversaries and enemies! Everybody is to blame but him and
his fellow Christian foul mouths and objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the
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sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)! Therefore, instead of turning out as Messiah (Christ) of god
he turns out as an accursed one of god (De 21:23), as criminal and his followers do so, too!
Now, he has a chance to demonstrate how he “loves” his enemies … and neither he nor his
fellow objectifications of perfidy (Christians) omit this chance (of inveterate hatred on the
Jews)! Thus, by the hatred on the Jews, the Christians only hate the failures of their own,
in particular the moral failure of “Jesus Christ” and that one of theirs!
However could it be else?: The accursed one of god (De 21:23) or “preacher” of the “love” of
one’s next and enemies cannot resist to present us examples of his insidiousness, perfidy
and infamy how he “loves” his enemies all over and how Christians are used to doing:

Lu 19:27 NRSV
27 But as for these enemies of mine who did not want me to be king over them—bring them here
and slaughter them in my presence.’"

This is the way Satan, his Anointed One (Hebrew: Messiah, Greek: Christos) and all their
followers (Christians) “love” their enemies, all over …! If they massacre them, then it is
only “noncompliance” with “god’s word” according to Lu 19:27 …
That is “martyrdom” this perfidious one (Lord Thug n’ Nut or Schmuck n’ Muck) and all
his followers of perfidy (Christians) have to “suffer” and for that, they want to make you feel
sorry for them …!
My word! Now, everybody can see how an accursed one of god (De 21:23) or Satan, his
(Jesus) Christ and all the Christians like mad “love” their enemies ...
Do not the Christians "love" like Satan does? How do Christian foul mouths, foul players
and objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) are
used to canting (“apologizing” for) the never-ending abomination for theirs? The answer: If
we (Christian organized brutes) commit crimes, felonies, murders, mass-murder,
genocide, barbarities and other sorts of abomination it is not due to the orders of Lord Schmuck
n’ Muck or Slob n’ Flop (e.g. of Lu 19:27) we (Christian foul mouths) address as “god” but
because of the “weakness of the flesh” or since each religion (especially those ones of foul
mouths, damp squibs, miscarriages of nature, foul players, villains n’ Christians etc.) only
is, respectively, are executed by (in)human beings …
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Aren’t the Jews right to reject such a „king“ of manslaughter on Palm-Sunday? Does not this
honor the Jews as it debunks Christians’ depravity?
That is what we are pointing out as psychological projection. Neither Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera
nor his fellow Christian objectifications of perfidy can do without them. In most
Christianly enslaved countries not the preachers of hatred (“Jesus Christ” and the objectifications
of perfidy) are called preachers of hatred but those who debunk and warn of those foul
mouths, foul players and befouling miscarriages of nature and mind. What else one ever
could expect from the accursed ofgod (see: De 21:23)?
How else underhand foul players and objectifications of perfidy etc. could pretend to
be „lovable“, „kind“ and „truthful“ individuals without projecting the abominable traits and
foul play of their own on others? How else they ever could pose as such without the spite,
venom and foul mouth of psychological projections? What else you can expect from the
accursed ofgod (see: De 21:23)?
Already, this quotation (of Lu 19:27) very clearly shows how the accursed of god (De 21:23),
viz, Christian sect, poison(s) human relationship all over and even instigate(s) foul play,
in particular crimes, bestiality and atrocities!

Even if not Yehoshua but a double hangs on the cross nothing would had happened to him
he demonstrably does not want to inflict on others. No torture would had happened he and
his fellow Christian underhand foul players do not want to perpetrate on others. If this
deformity would had won on Palm-Sunday, then he and his (Christian) henchmen already at
that time would had perpetrate what they did about one millennium later when having
conquered the city of Jerusalem in the wake of the first crusade. Enraptured and overwhelmed
by Christian „charity“, „love“, in particular, that one of one’s enemies, Christian
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)
massacred the whole population of then Jerusalem (about 35.000 inhabitants) only by sword in
only one or two days according to Satan’s and his (Jesus) Christ slogan: Those who do not
want me to be king over them -- bring them here and slaughter them in my presence (see:
Lu 19:27): children, babies, pregnant ones, the sick, cripples, elderly, youngsters, the
disabled, everybody! Those are the “loves” by which Satan, his Anointed One called
(Jesus) “Christ” and all their Christians “love” their next, in particular, their enemies …! What
else one could expect from the accursed of god (see: De 21:23)?
Rejecting Satan’s Christ as “king of Israel” on Palm Sunday, the Jews could prevent such a
mass-murder or genocide for at least one millennium! If such objectifications (incarnations)
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of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) want to pose as „dear“, „kind“,
„pretty“ and „god-fearing“ individuals, then those befouling mouths cannot do without
the venom, perfidy and infamy psychological projections.
That means, apart from the question who is hanging on the cross, nothing ever happened to
the Christian Mafia’s „god“ (Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera) he did not want to inflict on others.
Thus, nothing unfair happens to him what he does not want to inflict on others. Truly,
besides hypocrisy, falsehood and mendacity Christian underhand foul players can complain
about nothing! Nobody should expect a merciful treatment he does not want to render to
others, regarding the same case.
Already by the puking of Lu 19:27 the bottomless hatred, the psychological projection of
Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera on the Jews is to realize. This announced mass-murder is
Christian "democracy"! Whoever does not want as we (Christian slaveholders) want him to
do becomes slaughtered! That demonstrably is Christian „charity“! That evidently is
Christian „love", especially to their enemies! In this way, Christians are used to
scarifying themselves to „human rights”! Those sorts of „truths“, „loves“, „morals“ and
faking “god” Christians like …!

A sect that pretends feces like those ones of Lu 14:26 and Lu 19:27 (of Jesus "Christ") as
„god’s“ word and not as those ones of Satan is an organized crime that threatens
humankind, humanity, human rights, democracy, yes even life on our Planet. This stays true
even, if the Christians make laws terrorizing others to tell the truths about them!

His defeat of Palm-Sunday is all the more debunking if one considers that according to
the Christians’ allegations god purportedly intervened in the world’s history to save this
deformity that wants to associate as peer to him or this accursed one of his (see: De 21:23)
from being killed as a baby by king Herode. Ancient Greek philosopher Celsus (about the
year 178) already stated correctly:

“But if, then, this (Infanticide of Herode) was done (by Herode) in order that you (Jesus) might not reign
in his stead when you (Jesus) had grown to man's estate; why, after you (Jesus) did reach that estate,
do you not become a king, instead of you, the Son of God, wandering about in so mean a
[iii]
condition, hiding yourself through fear, and leading a miserable life up and down?”
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This, Christians “miss” to see when alleging that "god" purportedly intervened in world’s
history in favor of the accursed one by him (De 21:23). The Christians purport that king
Herode already was afraid of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ") as competitor or rival to
the Israeli throne. "God" allegedly prevented him from becoming murdered so that one day
when is has the age of being a king might become king of Israel. However, when he reached
that estate of a man becoming a „king“ this foul mouth, coach of religious brutes, deformity
and monstrosity did not only fail shamefully but disgracefully became defeated. However, there
is nothing Christian foul mouths are unable to cant in favor of the (“selfless”) benefit of theirs…!
However, there is more to say to it than that. Instead of becoming king of Israel (see: Joh 12:13)
and hereby turning out as Christ (Hebrew: Messiah) of god, first king Herode stultifies
his “competitor” and “rival” by a white cloth that are used to wearing fools and popes.
Hereby, he secondly turns out to be an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23)! In place of the
throne, the gallows or cross are, respectively, is „bestowed“ as official "residence" for this
felon, deformity, monstrosity and/or Satan’s Christ n’ catamite!

Each nation has the right to choose its ruler or to refuse those that want to rule them. By
alleging the opposite, indirectly and/or inadvertently Christian organized crime turns out to be
an offence to human rights, humanity and democracy! Christians’ psychological projection
of hatred on the Jews because they did not want that deformity, monster of deception, deceiver
and sorcerer as king is not only a war on the Jews (anti-Semitism) but also a declaration of war
on human rights and democracy!

If the Jews do not want Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus „Christ“) as their king, it
is to approve due to their human right of self-determination However, Christian
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)
and slaveholders are not interested in those human rights, in the least. It honors the Jews
having rejected an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23) to become their king. Nobody can pilfer
this right of self-determination from the Jews to decide whom they want as king and whom
they reject.
According to then legal order, execution by crucifixion was up to the Roman occupation power
but not to the Jews. The Jews are mendaciously blamed for a punishment they were not allowed
to execute on somebody and they did not inflict on Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
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Jesus „Christ“). Being today unable to hide De 21:23 to the people that "he who hanged is
accursed of god", befouling Christian foul mouths of deceit try a new "excuse" for veiling that
they worship a felon comparable to Satan as "god". Today insidious Christian underhand
foul players perfidiously allege that the Jews extremely wanted to humiliate the Christian
monster of deceits and preacher of venom and hatred by crucifying him. This "apology" once
more proves that Christian underhand foul players never can do without mendacity,
insidiousness, perfidy and infamy. If the Jews were not allowed to perform crucifixion, they
cannot be blamed for any crucifixion. More over, we do not want to judge trust in god that
already some „evil“ Jews can trick the almighty „god’s“ (purported) rules of „salvation
of humankind“… What poor “god” Christian spiteful little devils believe? Surely, it must be
about Satan what Christian foul mouths call “god”…!
In addition, Simon Peter -- the rock on which Christian organized crime purportedly is built -also turns out to be an accursed one of god according to De 21:23. This Christianly "holy"
murderer (Simon Peter) was hanged in Rome only by Romans because of having
murdered Christian rival Simon Magus -- a follower of the sect of John the Baptist! Do
those insidious, perfidious and infamous Christians also want to blame the Jews for Simon
Peter's crucifixion?
Anyway, this means an accursed one of god according to De 21:23 founded Christian sect
since corresponding to Christian doctrines Simon Peter is the founder of Christian sect. Neither
for Yehoshua’s nor for Simon Peter’s crucifixion the Jews are responsible nor consequently they
are not to blame for both executions! This all the less, because even in Christianly
enslaved countries murderers are punished by maximum penalty, unless it is about a murder
by Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu
5:31) in favor of Christian sect ...!

Yehoshua and his Christian henchmen inveterately hate the Jews because the defeat on
Palm Sunday was painful. Why is this defeat that painful? The answer: Because the faking
„peer“ of "god" was debunked to be an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23)! As said, by failing
to become king of Israel he turned out to be no Messiah (Greek: Christ) of god because being
king of Israel is a feature of being Messiah (Greek: Christ) of god. Palm Sunday was the
decisive moment, the hour of truth, not only if he is king of Israel but also if he is Messiah
(Greek: Christ) of god. At this decisive moment, everything he claims turns out to be delusion
of grandeur, lies, perfidy, deceits, infamy, felonies, outrages and abomination. He is not
only „mistaken", he turns out to be the Planet's most felon. He does not turn out to be the
"Messiah of god" and consequently the "King of Israel" but as the king of all miscarriages of
nature, foul mouths, foul players, wily felons, perfidious monsters and infamous
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monstrosities that are called Christians, later!
His hatred on the truths, his hatred against himself (instead of being a peer to "god" being
the reverse, viz, an accursed one of god) he and his fellow Christian objectifications of
perfidy project on the Jews, until today.

Since neither Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus Christ) nor his fellow
Christian objectifications of perfidy can bear the truths (according to Joh 16:12), their hatred on
the Jews is boundless and very fitting our Planet’s most organized crime. Thus, Christian
anti-Semitism turns out as a psychological projection of the Christians’ hatred on the truths,
god and against themselves (see: Lu 14:26). While perpetrating this psychological projection, in
the course of time spiteful Christians by and by projected almost all abominable traits they
(the Christians) have on the Jews. Therefore, the Jews became scapegoat for almost each evil,
in Christianly enslaved countries. The Christian German Nazis adopted that fabrication
of scapegoat by telling the Germans that allegedly the Jews are to blame for each evil that
occurred and ever could happen to a German. The Christian sect’s pseudo-authority
made Germans believing in the Nazis’ perfidy of anti-Semitism. By naming the Jews, the
Christians indirectly and inadvertently characterize the poor, foul, perfidious and infamous
mind of their own. In view of the fact that here it is about the accursed of god (see: De 21:23),
does somebody really wonder...?

That is the „love“ of the truths of those feigning even to snuff it for them, although even
their faking „god“ testifies that those Christian bastards n' dastards, schmucks n' thugs, priests
n' beasts, skunks n' monks, maggots n' faggots, slobs n’ flops of nature cannot bear truths (see:
Joh 16:12).

While his father Satan is feasting,
Christ makes his outrage rearing!
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Annotations:
[i]

Friedrich Nietzsche, Antichrist § 52, on: http://www.geocities.com/hatrott
[ii]

Friedrich Nietzsche, loc. cit. § 49
[iii]

Celsus in “Eight books of Origen contra Celsus”, book I, 61 on: http://www.gnosis.org/library/orig_cc1.htm, Last
call: 06/14/2008
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